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TORONTO - A large U.S. Internet service provider hosting Ernst Zundel's Web site has pulled the plug on
the controversial site after being told of a Canadian Human Rights Tribunal rUling that some content is
deemed hate literature.
The commission sent a letter dated March 27 to the chief executive officer of OWest Communications,
massive Denver-based company with 25 million customers, bringing the Internet giant's attention to
material on the Zundel site.
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"We have an acceptable use policy and when the Canadian Human Rights Commission brought to our
attention that Mr. Zundel was publishing hateful material we worked ... to see it was removed," said Claire
Maledon, spokeswoman for OWest. OWest's policy prohibits distribution of material that is hateful,
obscene, abusive or excessively violent.
Daniel Lavoie, spokesman for the commission, said Zundel's return to Canada in February, after his
deportation from the United States, revived the commission's interest in the ruling that the Zundel site was
spreading material inciting hatred against Jews, a violation of the Canadian Human Rights Act.
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Zundel is in detention in Canada pending a Federal Court review of the government's declaration he is a
threat to national security, an order requiring removal to his native Germany.
He lived In Canada for decades, drawing criticism for his Holocaust denial and for publishing the views of
neo-Nazis and white supremacists. Some of the material placed on the Zundel site brought public
complaints to the commission in 1996.
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"Since then, we have been looking at our options E Should he not comply (with the order to remove the
hateful material), he may be found to be in contempt."
Jewish groups were pleased the commission is aggressive in enforcing the tribunal's ruling. "It is important
that all effective means be used against any individual who would support or spread hate. The content of
the Web site he was found responsible for continues to contain much of the original material," said Anita
Bromberg, in-house counsel for B'nai Brith Canada, a group accepted as an interested party in the original
complaint against the site. "It is quite appropriate that the site continue to be monitored," she said.

commission Is acting proactlvely and sharing Information with organizations
and, in this particular case, pleased that Zundel's server took the information
decision."'
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The actions of the commission, however, drew the ire of Ingrid Rimland, Zundel's wife, who called the
tribunal that ruled against her husband an "obscene, Marxist-flavoured outfit."
In an e-mail to supporters, she said: "An administrative Canadian body with no enforcement powers of
their own _ recently described by Ernst as a 'hick tribunal' that had ruled that historical truth not be allowed
as a defense _ is telling an American communications giantlike OWestto 'cease and desist' _ or have its
employees face arrest at the northern border! And the giant falls to his knees and gives in. "This is for all
freedom-loving Americans to decide if other countries can dictate to America what can or can't be on a
Website."
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Rimland did not return phone calls on Monday. Lavoie and Maledon said no such threat against Owest
employees was ever made.
Meanwhile, Zundel's U.S. lawyer, Boyd W. Venable III, who lived near Zundel and his wife in Pigeon
Forge, Tenn., said he was filing suit in U.S. court claiming Zundel's deportation to Canada was illegal.
"Zundel had been living with his wife peaceably in Tennessee for almost three years, awaiting immigration
processing. He posed a threat to no one," Venable said in a written statement. He said U.S. immigration
authorities were sent written notification by Zundel's immigration attorney of a need to change a scheduled
court appearance in Zundel's bid to be granted status in the U.S.
Despite that, when Zundel did not appear in court he was deemed to have abandoned his claim and was
immediately deported to Canada, said Venable.
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May 01, 2007 - Lloyd Robertoson with Roger Smith reporting I CTV News and Current Affairs Controversial
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Apr 26, 2007 - Rory Xu I Epoch Times - Hate Crimes Targeting
Rise

Jewish Communities

Apr 24, 2007 - Kim Bolan I The Vancouver Sun - Two arrested in connection
vandalism
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footage leads to arrest after synagogue

Apr 20, 2007 - I MetroValley Newspaper Group - 'Anti-semitism
doesn't really go away'

tends to be like a virus that just

Apr 20, 2007 - Philip Authier I Montreal Gazette - Baffled Bergman denies reports
problems; 'I didn't request to be relieved' from cabinet
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Apr 17, 2007 - Kim Bolan I The Vancouver Sun - Richmond synagogue
Semitic graffiti; Swastikas, anti-Jewish profanity painted on walls
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Apr 14, 2007 - Sue Montgomery and Paul Cherry I Montreal Gazette - Pair denied bail in attacks
on Jews; Crimes driven by hate, police say. Wiretaps, letters part of case against men
Apr 13, 2007 - I Canada News-Wire - CJC, QR applauds Montreal Police for the arrest of two
suspects in related antisemitic attacks against local Jewish institutions

Apr 06, 2007 - Terry Glavin I The Tyee.ca - Victoria
This helps?
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Apr 17, 2007 - Eve Edmonds I Richmond News - Come and learn about us, rabbi urges
vandals; Rabbi takes unique approach to dealing with young men who painted swastika
synagogue

Apr 13, 2007 - I Canada News-Wire - CJC RQ felicite
dans les attaques antisemites contre des institutions
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Apr 20, 2007 - Martin Pelchat I Le Soleil Apr 17, 2007 - I CBC.CA - B.C. synagogue
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choir cast the Hebrew icon as a terrorist.

Apr 05, 2007 - Steve Lambert I The Globe and Mail - BOMBING Montreal Jewish centre hit
during Passover
Apr 05, 2007 - Michelle Lalonde I The Montreal Gazelle - Blast sets off calls for hate-crimes
unit; Explosion at Jewish community centre echoes Passover attack on Talmud Torahs school
Apr 05, 2007 - Carolyn Blackman I Canadian Jewish News - Ontario judge dies in house fire
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